NAMEPLATE DATA

MODEL: F366A30A1
CLST: PC: B0129A
HC: 1.30
SF: 1.30
RGT: CTPWE
FORM: 3450
VOLTS: 230/115
AMPs: 9.2/18.4
PH: 1
HZ: 60
INS: B
AMB: DCC
DUTY CONT: ENCLOSURE: G0P

1/2 - 14 N.P.S.M. W/CAP
1.00 [25.4]

TOP OF WARNING STICKER
TOP OF NAMEPLATE
BONDING LUG
INTERTEK STICKER
FAST START CARD
L.E.D. DEFINITION STICKER

EXTERNAL CONNECTION DIAGRAM

LOW VOLTAGE
HIGH VOLTAGE
BROWN
WHITE
WHITE
BROWN

NOTES

1. PILOT DIAMETER IS CONCENTRIC WITH SHAFT CENTERLINE WITHIN .004 [10] T.I.R.
2. FACE OF MOUNTING FLANGE IS PERPENDICULAR TO SHAFT CENTERLINE WITHIN .004 [10] T.I.R.
3. SHAFT RUNOUT NOT TO EXCEED .002 [05] T.I.R.
4. END PLAY NOT TO EXCEED .010 [25] MEASURED WITH NO THRUST.
5. FINISH PAINT TO BE SATIN BLACK

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED DIAL TOLERANCES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
H: 1.0mm, 0.03, 0.030, 0.030,
H: 6.35mm, 0.1.15
H: 4.76 mm, 0.1.15
CORNER RADIUS FOR SHARP EDGES
R: .003 [0.01] MIN.
.015 [0.05]
MACHINE SURFACES
MIN. 15 [0.6]
METRIC DATA SHOWN IN [BRACKETS]